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Modern products and systems are growing increasingly more complex and interconnected; understanding how to cope with this complexity and design successful

products that possess rich functionality yet appear elegant and uncomplicated is a daunting and difficult challenge. The System Design and Management offers technical

professionals a balanced alternative to MBA and Systems Engineering programs because it combines management education with a comprehensive understanding of

systems theory and application from a premier engineering school. Preparing for leadership in today’s complex development landscape requires an education that teaches

critical systems thinking skills in a dynamic and interactive learning environment.
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"With the founding of the Graduate School of System Design and Management at Keio University, a new paradigm is taking hold in Japanese higher education which

emphasizes the importance of both technical and managerial excellence in the development of next generation products, services and complex systems. By exposing

students to challenging strategic topics in leadership, product development and value generation Keio University is taking a lead role in an increasingly networked and

competitive world.“
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High Expectation for the Keio Graduate School of System Design and Management

In the 21st century, I believe System Design and Management, a field that many consider somewhat dubious, will rapidly increase its significance in our society and in our

lives. Most products and services that bring new value to society are amorphous. The solution elements that deliver the necessary functions may comprise hardware,

software, controls, and interactions with the external world, as well illustrated by iPod, complex power generation systems, advanced transportation systems, etc. To realize

these amorphous and complex systems, decision makers must obtain skills not just in one discipline such as mechanical, electrical, or management science, but in the

ability to combine and deploy them as needed. Only with such strategic integration of theory, methods, and tools, we can realize new value through innovation. Many

universities have attempted to establish a program in System Design and Management, with mixed results. Even at institutions such as MIT or Stanford face challenges,

partly because of the traditional discipline-based organization. I was quite impressed with Keio University’s vision for System Design and Management, attracting faculty

from various sectors of society from external organizations: controls, aeronautics, project management, even journalism! I have high confidence in the future success of the

new graduate program.
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Modern products are characterized by complex functionalities but also by their coupling and the integration of these products in systems. ? Example: A mobile phone is

now dynamically changing the means used to implement the services; an aircraft flight or a railway journey must now be designed in a transportation system offering

multiple additional services. Such complex systems cannot be designed by assembling simple functions; they require the use of recent System Design and

Management approaches. In particular the responsibilities allocated to these complex systems require the guarantee of safety for users but also for the environment.


